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Ben Bernanke, Timothy Geithner and Henry Paulson – as Federal Reserve chair, New York Fed

president and Treasury secretary, respectively – played prominent roles in the US government’s

response to the 2008 financial crisis. In this ultimate insiders’ report, the three central actors

are free to be more honest than they could be at the time they toiled to save the global economy,

and they acknowledge that financial innovation had far outpaced the ability of regulators to

oversee it. This three-way memoir offers a deftly written reminder of the bad old days of the crash.

Take-Aways

• Minor financial crises are a regular part of the American economy, but major meltdowns are

rare.

• By early 2007, it was clear that the US housing market had peaked.

• As mortgage default rates soared, the carnage spread quickly.

• A convoluted regulatory system also contributed to the 2008 crisis.

• Central bankers had to act quickly to contain the damage.

• The Bear Stearns deal worked out well for US taxpayers.

• In September and October of 2008, the American economy went through a variety of

previously unthinkable events.

• The Troubled Assets Relief Program (TARP) proved to be financially crucial and

politically fraught.

• The US economy today is safer in some ways.
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Summary

Minor financial crises are a regular part of the American economy, but major
meltdowns are rare.

In the decades after the 1930s Great Depression, US markets largely dodged severe disruptions.

That streak ended in 2008, when a financial disaster upended the global economy, devastated

the US housing market and sent unemployment soaring. A dangerous buildup of risky mortgage

debt fueled the crisis. From 2001 to 2007, US households’ mortgage debt jumped more than 60%,

far outpacing Americans’ income gains. Lax underwriting standards led to a spate of dubious

mortgages, including “NINJA loans” that required no income, job or assets; “liar loans” that

demanded no proof of income or assets; and “exploding ARMs,” adjustable-rate mortgages with

tempting teaser rates that soon turned prohibitively expensive.

“The story of how the crisis happened is a complex story about risky leverage, runnable
funding, shadow banking, rampant securitization and outdated regulation.”

Lenders like Countrywide Financial embraced this new model of risky lending. They could dangle

credit at aggressive terms because they didn’t keep the loans; instead, these lenders packaged and

resold mortgages to investors. While many thought that Countrywide didn’t have enough “skin

in the game,” the company collapsed because it had too much at risk. Countrywide, like many

other financial entities, believed that soaring home prices could stay high forever.

By early 2007, it was clear that the US housing market had peaked.

In March 2007, then-New York Federal Reserve Bank president Timothy Geithner delivered a

speech in which he was sanguine about the risk of a slowdown in the mortgage market. “There are

few signs that the disruptions in this one sector of the credit markets will have a lasting impact on

credit markets as a whole,” he said. 

Like drug dealers dipping into their product, Wall Street bankers and mortgage brokers

eagerly invested in real estate during the bubble. Lehman Brothers was especially credulous,

dropping $22 billion on a property company even after the bubble had burst. The first serious

warning sign came in August 2007, when French bank BNP Paribas said it no longer would honor

withdrawals from its funds holding assets backed by subprime mortgages on US homes. When

BNP Paribas went public with its fears about liquidity, the panic was on.

As mortgage default rates soared, the carnage spread quickly.

Default rates on subprime mortgages rose from 6% to 30%. In a new era of securitization and

leverage, collateralized debt obligations and other forms of financial engineering amplified the

effects of the mortgage collapse. Subprime mortgages with adjustable rates were the biggest

culprits, but those types of loans made up just one in 12 mortgages in the US housing market. In
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other words, the losses could have been contained. Instead, mortgages became a source of panic

that spread throughout the financial system.

“The spark for the financial fire of 2008 came from irresponsible lending in America’s
subprime mortgage sector.”

However, irresponsible mortgages alone weren’t enough to bring down the global economy.

Subprime loans were the start, but plenty of conditions were in place for a meltdown. The very

absence of crises over the decades set the stage for a crash. As the economist Hyman Minsky once

noted, extended periods of financial stability can lead to crises simply because they leave investors

unconcerned about risk.

A convoluted regulatory system also contributed to the crisis.

Banking regulators kept a close eye on banks, but many of the most powerful financial institutions

were nonbanks, including Bear Stearns, Lehman Brothers, Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, AIG, GE

Capital and GMAC. These institutions operated like banks but without the security blankets of

insured deposits or the Federal Reserve as their backstops.

“The lack of oversight over nonbanks was particularly dangerous, but the entire
US financial regulatory system was creaky and fragmented, a set of overlapping
bureaucracies with tribal rivalries.”

Though banks were better regulated, a patchwork of organizations oversaw the US banking sector.

The Fed shared regulatory duties with the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, the Federal

Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) and the Office of Thrift Supervision. Crucially, none of

these regulatory bodies looked at overall risk to the financial system. Instead, in the years leading

up to the crisis, many portrayed regulation as an enemy of the financial system: An FDIC annual

report from 2003 pictured federal officials and banking industry lobbyists hacking away at red

tape.

Central bankers had to act quickly to contain the damage.

While minor financial scares can flare up and flame out on their own, major panics don’t just

extinguish themselves. Instead, they can rage out of control. Central bankers must recognize the

dangers quickly and be willing to act, even in the face of political backlash. That doesn’t mean

every troubled firm deserves a bailout. The first US firm to seek help was Countrywide Financial;

Geithner and then-Federal Reserve head Ben Bernanke opted not to save the mortgage lender,

reasoning that it was too early in the budding crisis to signal that any troubled firm would get

federal support. The Fed did begin to slash interest rates, from 5.25% in 2007 to just 2.25%

in March 2008. It was a decisive response, but the Fed probably should have acted even more

quickly.
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“Ultimately, the basic driver of the boom in mortgage borrowing was excessive optimism
about the housing market. Rising house prices promoted easy borrowing terms, and easy
terms in turn helped drive prices even higher.”

Fear deepened in March 2008 when Bear Stearns failed. While the venerable investment bank

did not come under the supervision of the Fed or the Treasury, Bernanke, Geithner and then-

Treasury secretary Henry Paulson knew that the institution was deeply intertwined in the financial

markets. They helped engineer a rescue that muted the impact of Bear’s failure on the financial

system. JPMorgan Chase agreed to acquire Bear for $10 per share and to guarantee most of its

debt. The Fed also lent $30 billion to Maiden Lane, an entity it created to purchase some of Bear’s

assets from JPMorgan. The deal soothed markets for six months, but it also elicited criticism that

American taxpayers were bailing out greedy, irresponsible Wall Streeters.

The Bear Stearns deal worked out well for taxpayers.

The federal government didn’t technically save Bear Stearns. Its management team lost their jobs,

and Bear’s stockholders lost their investment. The bailout simply guaranteed that Bear’s creditors

were paid what they were owed, because Bear “was too interconnected to fail.” If JPMorgan hadn’t

been willing to absorb Bear Stearns, the crash might well have happened in March 2008. The Bear

rescue was a move calculated to calm markets, and it worked for a while. Ultimately, the Bear loan

was repaid, producing a $2.5 billion gain for taxpayers.

The next catastrophe came in July 2008, when the FDIC took over IndyMac Bank of California.

News media put out images of terrified depositors queuing to get their money. The contagion

spread to Washington Mutual, another thrift institution that had made big bets on mortgages.

Fearing the panic would spread to Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, Paulson asked Congress for an

unlimited sum to inject into the mortgage titans. The timing wasn’t ideal. Paulson served in the

cabinet of George W. Bush, a president months away from leaving office and with an approval

rating of just 30%. A Republican lawmaker chided Paulson for engaging in socialism. Paulson

couldn’t argue with assertions that the government was overstepping its normal bounds in trying

to rescue financial markets. Bush backed him, however, telling Paulson, “It won’t always look

good, but we are going to do what we need to do to save the economy.”

In September and October of 2008, the American economy went through a variety of
previously unthinkable events.

The government took over Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae, wiping out shareholders and firing top

executives. Lehman Brothers collapsed, marking the biggest bankruptcy in American history.

Washington Mutual and Wachovia foundered, the largest bank failures ever in the United States.

The government propped up AIG with an $85 billion rescue package. Paulson, Bernanke and

Geithner oversaw programs to pump trillions of dollars into various troubled institutions and

assets.
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“The fire burned for more than a year before it finally consumed Lehman Brothers, but
many Americans still believe the financial crisis began with Lehman’s collapse.”

Explaining the rescue of Bear Stearns would prove awkward when Lehman Brothers folded.

Lehman was bigger and even more systemically important than Bear Stearns, yet the Fed and

Treasury stood by and watched it fail. However, there were important distinctions: While

JPMorgan was a willing purchaser of Bear’s liabilities, no buyer emerged for Lehman Brothers.

Meanwhile, Lehman’s lack of solid collateral left the Fed unable to structure a loan backed by the

troubled firm’s assets. Paulson and Geithner had badgered Lehman’s boss, Richard Fuld, to sell

before it was too late. But because it wasn’t a bank, the feds couldn’t swoop in and take it over.

UK regulators blocked a last-minute rescue by British bank Barclays, and a “nightmare scenario”

ensued.

“Ultimately, the government would earn a substantial return on its investments in US
banks, but at the time, the public thought we were giving away its money to the bankers
who had just broken the economy.”

Next came the collapse of AIG, but the government saved it. The rescue was “the least awful

option.” Unlike Lehman and Bear, whose toxic assets had lost all value, AIG boasted solid

collateral in the form of regulated insurance businesses collecting regular premiums from

policyholders. The Fed could in fact make a loan to AIG backed by legitimate assets. The Fed

played hardball, though, extending a line of credit for $85 billion at a steep interest rate and in

exchange for 79.9% of AIG. Even so, the rescue brought criticism from both sides of the political

aisle. At first, the deal seemed a foolish move: The government had to pump an additional $100

billion into AIG. Ultimately, though, the firm repaid the loan with interest, with the government

collecting a $23 billion profit – and the rescue staved off an even deeper systemic crisis.

“A decade later, that doom loop of financial fear and economic pain has begun to recede
in the public memory. But it’s hard to overstate just how chaotic and frightening it was.”

To broaden the financial rescue, Paulson pitched the president and Congress on the $700

billion Troubled Assets Relief Program (TARP), which would buy some sinking mortgages from

lenders’ balance sheets. Despite the worsening crisis, bailouts weren’t politically popular, and on

September 29, 2008, the US House of Representatives voted down the TARP bill. The S&P 500

plunged 9% on the news. Chastened by the market’s response, the House voted again and passed

the rescue package.

TARP proved financially crucial  and politically fraught.

Congress’s approval reflected the growing realization that the economic meltdown was severe and

that the government would have to play a more active role in markets than in normal times. Public

response was painfully mixed. A strong sentiment among the electorate held that Wall Street had
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crippled the economy but was being bailed out at taxpayer expense. But in time, US taxpayers

would earn handsome profits. 

From 2009 to 2012, the bailouts continued, including a rescue of the auto industry and several

rounds of quantitative easing that injected trillions into the US economy. The political right

feared the rise of big government, a sentiment epitomized when CNBC commentator Rick

Santelli breathlessly called for a modern Tea Party movement. Liberals also were critical, blaming

Washington for allowing Wall Street to profit for years with little oversight.

The US economy today is safer in some ways.

Bernanke, Geithner and Paulson learned that even an aggressive attempt at “financial

firefighting” couldn’t fix the problem completely. In the aftermath of the Great Recession,

Congress enacted stronger regulations that make financial markets safer today than they were in

the years leading up to 2008. The reforms required banks to hold more capital and liquidity, and

with less leverage and short-term financing. However, a political backlash has undermined some

of the reforms and complicated future bailouts. The robust response to the 2008 crisis would be

difficult to repeat in today’s political climate.

“Unfortunately, our divided and paralyzed political system seems incapable of thinking
ahead and making tough choices about the future.”

Some have criticized Washington, DC, for not breaking up the too-big-to-fail banks. However,

JPMorgan’s rescue of Bear Stearns showed that big isn’t always bad. The world economy needed

large institutions to step in and rescue smaller entities. While the near-meltdown spurred

important changes, it would be foolish to believe that those reforms have eliminated financial

volatility. History proves that “failures of imagination and limitations of memory” inevitably lead

to more crises in the future. Persistently low interest rates are another wildcard: The Fed has

much less leeway today to cut rates to stimulate the economy.
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